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Abstract-The Ready-to-Go Wrtual Circuti protocol (or RGVC)
is an immediate transmission protocol, in which the source need
not wait for an end-to-end roundtrip delay for reservations
to he made before transmitting the data. The protocol is designed to handle the lossless transport of ABR traf& and will
be used in the 40 Gb/s Thunder and Lightning testbed being
profotyped at the University of California at Santa Barbara
(UCSB). An important advantage of the RGVC protocol over
previous connection and flow control protocols is that it is suitable
for networks in which the switches use FIFO buffers that are
shared by multiple sessions. The RGVC protocol ensures lossless
communication by coupIing link capacity with buffer space,
so that when a portion of a buffer at a node is occupied, a
proportional fraction of the incoming capacity to that buffer is
frozen. Given the constraints on the frozen capacity, au algorithm
is executed at each node to allocate the transmission rate to
each FIFO buffer so as to maximize capacity utilization. The
requirement that the protocol operate with FIFO buffers at
the network nodes poses some unique challenges in the design
that are not present in rate- and credit-based schemes. Briefly,
since several sessions share a common FIFO buffer, per-VC
flow control is no longer possible so control over the rate of
an individual session ls lost. Also, since the contents of the
buffers change dynamically, the buffer composition becomes
difficult to determine. For the rate-allocation algorithm of the
RGVC protocol to be executed, however, the contents of the
FIFO buffers at a node must be known. To implement the
bookkeeping required, we present two schemes: the measuremerrtbased schenle, where the bookkeeping function is impIemenfed via
measurements, dohe essentially in hardware; and the estimationbased scheme, where the bookkeeping ls done analytically via the
exchange of control packets between nodes.
hdex Terms- FIFO buffers, flow control protocols, switch
design.
I. I~R~DUC~I~N

HE Thunder and Lightning network (see, for instance,
[4], [5], [24], [25]), is a very high-speed, fiber-optic,
ATM-based communication network being designed and built
at UCSB under the sponsorship of DARPA [lo], which will
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operate at link speeds of up to 40 Gbls [17]. Our objectives in
designing the connection and flow control algorithms for this

network are to ensure lossless transmission, efficient utilization
of capacity, small pretransmission delay for delay-sensitive
tmftic, and packet arrival in the correct order. To meet these
objectives, we have proposed the Efficient Reservation Virtual
Circuit protocol (or ERVC) for constant-rate sessions or for
sessions whose rate has some particular smoothness properties,
and the Ready-to-Go Virtual Circuit protocol (or RGVC) for
delay-sensitive sessions or for sessions whose rate changes
with time in an arbitrary way. The ERVC protocol, described
in [24], uses reservations and requires little buffering, while the
RGVC protocol, which is the subject of the present paper, uses
back-pressure and requires buffering at intermediate nodes.
To address the diversity in traffic types in ATM-based
networks, the ATM Forum has defined a family of five service
classes, called the Constant Bit Rate (CBR), the real-time
Variable Bit Rate (I--VBR), the nonreal-time Variable Bit Rate
(m+VBR), Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR), and the AvailabIe
Bit-Rate (ABR) classes [l]. The ABR service is intended for
the economical transport of traffic that does not require firm
guarantees on bandwidth and delay, but instead can be sent at
a rate that is convenient for the network. The RGVC protocol
has been designed with the ABR service in mind.
To support the lossless transport of ABR traffic, a mechanism is needed to handle congestion. The two main classes
of flow-control schemes that have been proposed for ABR
traffic are the rate-based schemes (see, for example, [2], [9],
[lf$, and [23]) and the credit-based schemes (see, for example,
[ll], t14], and [15]). In rate-based schemes, the network sends
appropriate information to the sources, specifying the bitrate at which the sources should transmit, and the feedback
control-loop may extend end-to-end across the entire network.
The rate-based approach, while inexpensive in terms of implementation complexity and hardware cost, does not handle
bursty traffic well. In credit-based schemes, the receiving node
sends information to the sending node about the available
buffer space and does so independently on a link-by-link basis.
While the credit-based approach is well-suited to handle bursty
traffic, it requires per session (per VC) queueing at the nodes.
The need of per session buffering or accou$ing limits the
flexibility of the designer, and is one of the main reasons
the ATM Forum selected rate-based schemes for ABR traffic
in ATM networks [18], [21]. The high transmission speeds
in the Thunder and Lightning network, however, impose the
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Fig. 1. We illustrate the advantages of immediate transmission protocoIs, such as the RGVC protocol, over wait-for reservation (WRVQ pro~ocr~ls,for
the case when the setup packet is successful in making appropriate reservations.

constraint that an FIFO queueing discipline be used for all
packets (including packets belonging to different sessions);
as we will see, this is not consistent with the credit-based
protocols proposed to date. A major challenge for network
research is therefore to design protocols ihat combine the
hardware simplicity of rate-based flow control with the burst
handling capability of credit-based flow control. In what
follows, it will be seen that, given the architecturat constraints
of the switch structure (which arise from the extremely high
speed at which the Thuuder and Lightning network will
operate), the RGVC protocol combines many useful features
of both rate-based and credit-based flow control schemes. The
protocol reacts to congestion faster and can handle bursty
traffic better than rate-based schemes, without requiring persession buffering as credit-based schemes do.
The RGVC protocol will be employed to establish the
connection for sessions that cannot tolerate the roundtrip
propagation deiay required by wait-for-reservation protocols
(such as the ERVC protocol) for. call setup. In the RGVC
protocoi, a setup packet is first transmitted over a path toward
the destination, followed after a short offset-interval by the
data packets (see Fig. 1). The data packets are switched based
on their virtual circuit identifier (or virtual path identifier)
by using the Iookup tables estabIished at the intermediate
nodes by the setup packet. In this way, a pipelining between
the setup phase and the data-transmission phase is achieved,
substantially reducing the pretransmission delay. This differs
from wait-for-reservation virtual circuit (henceforth called
WRVC) protocols, where a Eetransmission delay at least
equal to one roundtrip propagation delay between the source
and the destination is needed before data transmission can
begin (this delay can be as large as 45 ms for coast-tocoast communication). This is because, in WRVC protocols,
the capacity is blocked for duration equal to at least H +
2iP, where H is the session holding time and tP is the
propagation delay between the source and destination, and the
session must wait for the roundtrip delay before beginning
transmission. In the RGVC protocol, the session can begin
transmission immediately following the offset-interval, and,
if the setup packet is successful in reserving the required
capacity and congestion does not build up, capacity is only
occupied for holding time H pIus the duration of the offset

interval. In that case, therefore, the RGVC protocol resembles
a usual reservation protocol, with the added advantage that the
capacity is blocked for other sessions for a much smaller time
than in WRVC protocols (see Fig. 1).
If the residual capacity of a link on the path is not adequnte,
packets may have to be buffered at intermediate nodes, nnd
back-pressure (the details of which we provide in Section IV)
is exercised to appropriately control the transmission rates.
The RGVC protocol guarantees lossless communication by
coupling Iink capacity with buffer space. In particular, when n
portion of the buffer space at a node is occupied, n proportional
fraction of the capacity incoming to that buffer is frozen, in the
sense that it cannot be used by RGVC sessions coming into
that buffer. Similarly, when the buffer occupancy decreases,
a portion of that incoming capacity is tiefrozen, and is once
again available for use by RGVC sessions routed through that
buffer:A difference between the RGVC protocol and creditbased schemes is that in the former control packets are sent
only when the occupancy of a buffer changes significantly,
while in the latter they are sent each time a given number of
packets is transmitted from a buffer. This combined with the
buffer partitioning scheme, described in Section IV, results in
considerably smaller processing and bandwidth requirements
for control packets than in credit-based schemes.
The RGVC protocol can operate either with RAM buffers
or with FIFO buffers at the network nodes. With RAM buffers,
per session (VC) queueing, similar to that used in credit-bnsed
schemes, can be exercised. A separate logical queue can be
maintained for each session, so that the rate of a pnrticulnr
session can be controlled without affecting other sessions
sharing the same buffer. With FIFO buffers, the situation is
considerably more complex. Since packets of an individunl
session cannot be isolated from packets of the other sessions
that share the same buffer, it is not possible to control the
rate of a particular‘session without affecting the rates of other
sessions. Thus, the actions that a node takes upon the receipt of
a control packet differ depending on the nature of the buffers,
FIFO, or RAM, that are used at the nodes. FIFO buffers require
a more complex back-pressure mechanism than RAM buffers
do. This, however, is the price we pay for the much simpler
FIFO buffer implementation in very high-speed networks like
the Thunder and Lightning network, where link speeds of tens
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of gigabits per second render RAM buffers infeasible (see capacity of the outgoing links’ while guaranteeing lossless
also the discussion in Section III). Even though the RGVC communication. Even though the RGVC protocol provides
protocol can be used with both the FXFOand the RAM buffer flow control within the network to meet its objectives, it allows
implementations, in this paper, we will emphasize the FIFO for considerable flexibility in the way the rate allocated to each
case, because it poses additional challenges, and it is the one source is decided. The rates of the sonrces can be determined,
used in the Thunder and Lightning network (for a treatment of for example, by a rate-based scheme, like the ones proposed
the RAM case, we refer the reader to [25]). The requirement of by Siu and Tzeng [21] or by Jain et al. ([8] and [19], for
an FIFO queueing discipline at the switches (where the FIFO instance), that is superimposed on the RGVC protocol to meet
queue is shared by packets of different sessions) has, to the best the fairness objectives and throughput requirements of the
of our knowledge, been considered by very few works in the session. Indeed, in a network like the Thunder and Lightning
literature (see [20] for an implementation in the Autonet local network, which does not drop packets and uses FIFO buffers, it
area network, and [3], [13], and [26] for some related loss- would be difficult to discriminate between packets belonging
probability analyses), and is one of the main contributions of to different sessions after they have been accepted into the
network.
this paper.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
The rate at which the FIFO buffers feeding a particular
link should be served to optimize capacity utilization is a Section II we provide a general description of the RGVC pronontrivial problem. In our implementation for the Thunder-and tocol, and discuss briefly the role of the main control packets
Lightning network, each node uses a rate-allocation algorithm used. In Section III, we explain the switch architecture of the
to maximize the total outgoing rate from a switch given Thunder and Lightning network In Section IV we discuss the
the constraints on the frozen capacity. The execution of difficulties posed by FIFO buffers, and explain the operation of
the algorithm requires information about the contents of the the protocol with an FIFO buffer implementation. In particular,
buffers at the switches. Specifically; the algorithm must know in Section IV-D1 we discuss the measurement-based scheme,
the fraction of data from each FIFO at the sending node that and in Section IV-D2 we discuss the estimation-based scheme.
is headed for each of the FIFO’s at the receiving node. In Concluding remarks follow in Section V.
our scheme, this information is provided by keeping track of
the FIFO occupancy projik associated with an FIFO k at the
II. Ovmv~w
OF THE RGVC PROTOCOL
sending node, which records, as a function of buffer depth,
the number of packets stored in that FIFO that are destined
In our description of the protocol, we do not consider
for each FIFO m at the receiving node. Since the number of issues related to error control and retransmission, since in the
such packets varies both with time and as a function of the Thunder and Lightning network these functions are performed
buffer depth, the FIFO occupancy profile stores a piecewise at the transport layer. We also postpone any discussion of
approximation to the buffer composition with respect to depth, issues related to fairness until Section IV-C.
by recording the composition in quantized steps of size M
In the RGVC protocol, a SETUP packet is transmitted first
packets (where M is a parameter). The data structure used over the path to reserve the required capacity and set the
is a list that for every M packets in the buffer, records how routing tables, and is followed after an offset-interval by the
many packets are intended for each FIFO m at the next node. data packets. Once a setup packet is processed at a switch and
We propose two schemes to implement the bookkeeping re- makes the needed reservations, the data packets can be routed
quired by our protocol: a measurement-based scheme, in which through the switch with minimal processing delay, based on
the bookkeeping function is implemented via measurements, their virtual circuit identifier (VCI) or virtual path identifier
done essentially in hardware; and an estimation-based scheme,
(VPI). The offset-interval is therefore the minimum time by
in which the bookkeeping is done analytically using control which the start of the connection-setup phase and the start of
packets exchanged between nodes. In the measurement-based the data-transmission phase must be separated to ensure that
scheme, a set of hardware counters, which is incremented upon the data packets do not overpass the setup packet, and it is
the arrival of a data packet, records the number of packets equal to the number of hops on the path times the difference
headed from an FIFO at the sending node to each FIFO at between the processing times of a setup packet and a data
the receiving node. In the estimation-based scheme, the rate packet. In the remainder of the paper, we will use the terms
allocation algorithm specifies the rates at which the FIFO’s at a sending (or upstream) node and receiving (or downstream)
sending node should transmit in a given interval, which in turn node to denote the particular role that a node plays in a given
determines the amount of data that will be transmitted to the context, and we will use the terms packet and cell (denoting
next node during that interval. Information corresponding to a 53-byte ATM cell) interchangeably.
If upon the arrival of a setup packet at an intermediate
these data is then pruned from the FIFO occupancy list at the
sending node, and the pruned information, which is basically a link, the capacity available is inadequate to accommodate the
set of numbers, instead of being discarded is transmitted to the new session, packets start to accumulate at the intermediate
receiving node to enable it to build its own FIFO occupancy node. As the buffer at a receiving (downstream) node starts
to build up, the node transmits a FREEZE control packet to
list.
Note that the rate-allocation algorithm determines the rate the sending (upstream) node that causes the sending node to
at which data already accepted in the network should be freez-4 capacity proportional to the buffer space taken up at
transmitted from each FIFO, so as to efficiently utilize the the receiving node. This means that the frozen capacity is
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not available for use by sessions at the sending node until
the buffer space corresponding to it at the receiving node
becomes free. (The frozen capacity can still be used to transmit
control packets, however.) A sending node defreezeesall or
part of the frozen capacity only when it estimates, based on
the DEFREEZE control packets received, that the buffer space
occupied at the receiving node has decreased. This process is
different for FIFO buffers than it is for RAM buffers, and will
become clever when we describe it in detail for FlFO buffers
in Section IV (the description for RAM buffers is given in
(ZSJ). Each node has for every incoming Iink, buffer space
equal to at least 2t,C, where tp is the propagation delay on the
link, and C is the link capacity. The exact buffer requirements
depend on whether the FIFO or the RAM implementation of
the protocol is being used. They also depend on the desired
tradeoffs between the protocol complexity and the buffer space
per node, as discussed in Sect& IV-B.
In addition to the control packets mentioned previously,
two other control packets used by the protocol are the REFRESH packet and the LAST packet. REFF33H packets
are transmitted periodically by the source and inform the
intermediate nodes on the path that the connection is active.
They are similar in concept to the REFRESH packets used
in the connection control protocol discussed by Cidon et al.
171,and they ensure that each node periodically learns about
the status of ongoing sessions, and that it terminates a session
when the REFRESH packet does not arrive within the required
time. This guarantees that all reserved bandwidth is eventualIy
released, even in the presence of link and node failures [7].
The LAST packet is transmitted by the source after all data
packets of the session have been transmitted, and signals that
the session has terminated.

m.

%‘ITCH &XZHUECTURE

In this section, we give a conceptual overview of the
switch architecture of the Thunder and Lightning network,
which we will refer to in our description of the protoco1 in
subsequenf sections. For a detailed description of the Thunder
and Lightning switch, we refer the reader to 151and [6].
A network switch has L bidirectional ports, each of which
corresponds to an incoming and an outgoing link. Each port
has a processor, caiIed switch port processor (or SFP), which is
responsible for processing the control packets flowing through
the outgoing link of that port (see Fig. 2). An outgoing link
transmits packets from h buffers, k - 1 of which, caIled data
buj@rs,
are used by packets arriving on the other incoming
links and intended for transmission via this link, while the kth
buffer, called con&roEbuJj%er,is used by control packets. The
reason only k - I data buffers are used is because packets
are not allowed to loop back to the node from which they
came. The switching hardware hand& the movement of the
data packets through the switch without involving the SPP.
The conbo1 buffer has priority over the data buffers, so that
the control packets are transmitted without being affected by
the data packets. The routing tag (or header) of an incoming
packet addresses the routing memory (set by the setup packets
of the sessions), which outputs the new routing tag and the link
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the Thunder and Lightning switch with I; = ~1
ports. (Only the details of Port 1 are shown:).

seiector bits (see Fig. 2). Each link selector bit corresponds to
one of the k:- 1 remaining ports, and is set for each outgooing
port for which the packet is intended (required, for example, in
multicast operations). The processor bus enables a processor
to receive contro1 packets from the incoming ports. If a node is
a source for sessions using a port j, one of the data buffers of
port j is connected to it. A data buffer 7~at node i is denoted
by Qi(n). We use the notation Q(S) to represent both the
buffer used by a session S at node i and the set of sessions
that share that buffer, and the notation IQ;(s)1 to denote the
buffer space occupied at Q;?;(S).
A major limitation of present day electronic switching, when
used in optical fiber networks operating at link rates of tens
of gigabits per second, is that the electronics (processors and
buffers) is pushed almost to the limit and operates about two
orders of magnitude sIower than the Iink rates. For instance,
at link speeds of 40 Gb/s, which is the targeted speed of the
Thunder and Lightning network, a packet arrives at the switch
every 10.6 ns. This corresponds to a packet-arrival rnte of
100 MHz, and places severe constraints on the architecture
of the switch [4]. The very short time intervals available
to perform flow controI and session management operations,
which require memory accesses and the manipulation of lists
or similar data structures, makes per-VP1 (or per-VCI) flow
control impractical at such speeds [la]. A further issue is
that due to the farge time-bandwidth product of high-speed
networks, even the minimum buffer space needed at a node is
Iarge. (For instance, with an interswitch spacing of just 50 km,
only one round trip delay worth of ATM cells, the minimum
required to ensure lossless communication, translates to about
50000 ceils of storage in the Thunder and Lightning network.)
The need to ensure fast access and at the same time maximize
chip density and minimize power dissipation, therefore dictates
that CMOS buffers be used. (Other alternatives, such as GnAs
or ECL, have significantly lower densities and a much higher
power dissipation, resulting in nontrivial design and packaging
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problems.) While CMOS FIFO buffers of considerable size can
be designed to keep up with very high transmission speeds, like
those of the Thunder and Lightning network [commercially
available CMOS FIFO buffers operating at 200 MHz together
with half-packet wide (212 bits wide) internal switch paths
can yield link speeds of slightly more than 40 Gb/s], with
current technology this is not possible to achieve with CMOS
RAM buffers, which are needed to implement per-session flow
control, In addition to the technological difficulties that it
poses, per-session queueing, assumed by most current hop-byhop flow-control protocols, also poses excessive constraints on
network equipment companies, who would like to have more
ffexibility when designing their systems.
IV. RGVC PROTOCOLWITH FIFO BUFFERS
In this section, we discuss a scheme for the operation of the
RGVC protocol for very high speed networks like the Thunder
and Lightning network, where the nodes must use FIFO
buffers. Since a node can no longer isolate the packets of a
particular session from those of other sessions sharing the same
FIFO, the transmission rate of the entire FIFO through which
the session is routed has to be regulated, so that other sessions
sharing the FlFO are also affected, at least temporarily. In
particular, in Section IV-A we explain the buffer organization
and discuss the mechanism for freezing and defreezing of
capacity, and in Section IV-B we evaluate the buffer space
required to ensure lossless transmission and efficient utilization
of the links. In Section IV-C we present the rate allocation
algorithm executed at a switch, and in Section IV-D we present
two schemes for evaluating the parameters required by the
rate-allocation algorithm. In particular, in Section IV-Dl) we
discuss a measurement-based scheme, while in Section IV-D;?)
we discuss an estimation-based scheme.
A. Blfer Organization and Freezing of Capacity
The relationship between the buffers at adjacent sending and
receiving nodes is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we also illustrate
how a single buffer is organized. The organization of an FIFO
buffer is based on the concept of bufferpartitiorzing to ensure
that the number of control packets transmitted by each node
is small, and to ensure that short-term fluctuations in the rates
of the sessions are smoothed out so that the network need not
respond to every change in the rate of a session. Each FIFO
buffer with size given by B = CT is partitioned into K + 1
bins, with sizes given by Blc, BO = CT~, and Bj = CT, for
3*= 1, 2, **. , K - 1 (see Fig. 3), where C is the capacity of
the link, and T, 70, and 7 are all constants to be determined
later. (The constants Q,T, and 2’can be viewed as the times
required for the corresponding bins to fill at the full rate.)
The key idea is that when congestion arises, the input rate
to an FIFO buffer is incrementally throttled to prevent buffer
overflow. Flow control starts at an output buffer Qi(n) of a
downstream node Si when the buffer space occupied at Qi (n)
exceeds Bo = CT,. As buffer occupancy rises and crosses a
bin boundary B.j (the boundary between bins Bj and Bj+l), a
FREEZE packet is sent to the upstream node Si-1, asking it to
reduce its output rate to Q;(n) by C/K. The capacity C/K

PIOWConB-olpackets sent
when bin boundary is aased

Fig. 3. Each outgoing link in the Thunderand Lightningnetwork is fed by
three FIFO data bulfers. and in turn feeds into three FIFO datnbuffers at the
receiving node, each correspondingto one of the three outgoing links. Also
ilhstrated is the organizationof buffer 1111at node Si.

is temporarily frozen for a(n), by which we tiean that it
is not available for use by the sessions routed through &&i(n).
Similarly, as buffer occupancy falls, each time that it crosses a
bin boundary Bj, a DEFREEZE packet is sent to the preceding
node, which informs the node that it can increase its output rate
to Q(n) by C/K. The capacity C/K is now defrozen, and
is once again available for use by new and ongoing sessions
routed through a(n)- Note that the throttling process depends
only on the level of buffer occupancy, and is independent of
the particular way in which the input rates to the FWO buffer
change. In particular, node si sends at most K successive
FREEZE packets when buffer occupancy rises, and at most K
successive DEFREEZE packets when buffer occupancy falls.
Notice that if the buffer occupancy fluctuates along a bin
boundary, the protocol could generate a large number of
control packets. This can be corrected by not sending two
successive control packets for the same boundary. In particular,
when buffer occupancy rises and crosses a bin boundary
B+ a FREEZE packet is sent to the preceding node, but
when buffer occupancy falls, a DEFREEZE packet is sent
to the preceding node only when the occupancy crosses bin
boundary Bj-1. Note that in this way, capacity C/K may
occasionally remain frozen, while it would be safe to use it; if
the number of partitions K is reasonably large, the inefficiency
created is small. (Fluctuations around the bin boundary Bo are
treated slightly diierently, with the capacity being released
when the occupancy of Bo falls below a certain percentage,
say, 50%, of the bin capacity.) This mechanism of freezing
capacity gradually ensures that at most one control packet is
sent per bin’s worth of packets even when buffer occupancy
fluctuates around a bin boundary, thus reducing the bandwidth
and processing expended on control packets. By contrast, if
pN-OFF switching was used (for an analysis of the ON-OFF
scheme under nonnegligible propagation delay see [26]), a
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Fig. 4. Illustrates how the allowable (unfrozen) input rate into Q;(n) changes with time under two scentios. The input rate into Qi(R) reduces lo zero nl
time Zt,, ms after the Icth FREEZE packet is sent. The shaded area represents the data that will be buffexd in thelast bin.

large number of control packets couId be generated due to
fluctuations around the threshold. Another reason for freezing
capacity gradually, which we discuss in Section IV-C, is that
if the incoming capacity to a buffer is frozen in one step, the
upstream FIFO’s will al1 be throttled even though they may
primarily have packets for FIFO’s other than the one that is
congested.
3. Buffer Requirements
We first derive conditions on the parameters rc and r that
ensure that the communication is lossless. To do so, consider
a time tr at which data arrive at &&i(n)at the (maximum)
rate of C bits/s, and no outgoing capacity is allocated to
G&(n). Assume also that at time tl, bin Bo is full and bins
&, B2, . +. , BK are empty, so that the first FREEZE packet
is sent from G&(n). It takes time equal to a roundtrip delay
2tP for the rate reduction requested by a FREEZE packet to
become effective at node St. Buffer G&(n) must therefore have
space to store the packets that continue to arrive at node si
between time tl and the time at which the input to si ceases
completely.
Let fK be the time at which the Kth FREEZE packet is sent.
Observe that at time TV, bins Bo, BI, *-et BK-1 at &;[n) are
already full, so that the buffer space occupied at that time is
equal to Bo + (K - 1)Gr. To obtain~conditions for lossless
communication, consider the two possible scenarios illustrated
in Fig. 4.
In scenario A [see Fig. 4(a)], all FREEZE packets,
-6, Fz, ***, Fir, are transmitted before the first of them,

FI, becomes effective at Q;(n). The additional buffer space
BK, needed to store the data that arrive after time tic and
before time TV + Zt, (when the inflow ceases completely), Is
given by the shaded area in Fig. 4(a) as

In scenario B [see Fig. 4(b)), a total of K - j FREEZE
packets, PI, 5’2, *. *, FK-j, have already become effective at
Qii(n) by the time tK at which Flc is ient, and the incoming
rate is at most equal to jC/K. In the time interval between
tK (at which FK is sent) and TV+ 2tP (at which J’I~ becomes
effective), a total of j FREEZE packets become effeclive
at Qi(n) resulting in corresponding drops in the available
(unfrozen) capacity. The amount of data arriving at Q;(n)
is maximized when the j drops {of magnitude C/II) in the
avaiIabIe capacity occur in succession at the very end, at
intervals of r ms. Therefore, the worst case additional buffer
space Bx is given by

The right-hand side of (2) is maximized when

where Rnd(x) represents the integer closest to X. Relaxing
the constraint that j be an integer (and therefore obtaining an
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upper bound on Brc), we obtain
141
Since in scenario B we have j 5 K - 1, (3) also gives
2tp 5 (K - 1.5)T.

(5)

Substituting for t,, in the expression for BI. above, we get

Therefore, the total buffer space B needed at &i(n) to ensure
lossless communication (irrespective of the times at which the
FREEZE packets are sent) is given by

C(K - 1)r C(K - 1)r
2
,
2

. (6)
>

The condition of (6), which ensures lossless communication,
provides for considerable flexibility in choosing the various parameters. In specifying the parameters 70 and 7, we also want
to ensure that link capacity does not remain idle unnecessarily.
In particular, if the buffer starts emptying and the incoming
capacity starts defreezing, the buffer should have sufficient
packets to keep the outgoing link busy until it begins receiving
packets on the incoming link Consider the scenario illustrated
in Fig. 5 (assuming the outgoing link also has capacity C), and
assume that at time t the bins Bo, B1, . . - , BIG-1 at buffer
ei(n) are full, the capacity at &i(n) is frozen,- the bin BK
is empty, and &&(n) is granted an output rate of C. Buffer
&(n) then starts emptying at the rate of C bits/s, and, as
shown above, sends at most K DEFREEZE packets to the
preceding node si-r at T second intervals. Therefore, the input
rate to buffer &i(n) becomes equal to C/K at time t+2tp and
increases to C at time t + 2tp + (K - 1)~. For the outgoing
link at node Si to remain continuously busy, we must have
that the amount of data transmitted over the outgoing Iink at
node Si in the interval [t, t + 2tr, + (K - l)r] is less than the
data that it has at time t and the data that it receives in the
interval [t, t + 2t, + (K - l)r], that is,
K-1

C[‘to $ (r~ - l)~] < Ba + C

Bi + “~~

l)T

i=l

= CT0+ 3C(K 2

1)T

-

For the above scenario, the outgoing link is thus guaranteed
to be busy when TO and T are chosen so that the condition
(7)
is satisfied.
The selection of appropriate values for TO, T, and K that
satisfy (6) and (7) depends on the desired tradeoffs between
implementation complexity and efficiency of operation. For
instance, a small value for K would be inefficient, especially during fluctuations of buffer occupancy around a bin

NodzSj+lscndr

Aput to buffer
at nodesj

fiat DEFREmE
packerto nodesi-*

inaeases to

CIK

Input,\b6?r
at nodesj
incxeas?s
to c

Fig. 5. Illustrates how the defreeze procedure works in a scenario used to
obtain conditions on the buffer parameters to enable efficient utilimtion of
the links.

boundary, since capacity equal to C/K could remain frozen
u~ecessarily (see Section IV-A). A very large value for K,
on the other hand, would result in too many control packets
being generated, and considerable work for the SPP that has
to process them. Similarly, a small value for TO could cause
capacity to be frozen too quickly, thereby overreacting to
short-term fluctuations, whereas a large value for TO would
increase the total buffer space required. One possible solution
to (7) is to set
To

=

tp,

and (K -

1)T

= 2tp

(8)

which gives a total buffer space equal to B = 4t,C. In theory,
the minimum buffer space required for lossless transmission
is 2t,C if an ON-OFF scheme is followed, but would require
that the OFF threshold beset at zero packets, and it is about
3t,C if capacity is frozen gradually as described above. In the
Thunder and Lightning network switch, each FIFO buffer can
hold up to B = 90 x 103 packets. Since the link capacity is
C = 40 Gbls or 94.34 x 10s packets/s and the propagation
delay per unit of fiber length is d = 5 @km, the spacing L
between two successive switches should satisfy 4dLC 5 B,
which for the above parameters gives L _< 50 km.
We point out that the buffer size in the RGVC protocol
is a function only of the roundtrip delay between adjacent
nodes, and is independent of the number of sessions carried.
In contrast, in credit-based protocols, the total buffer size
per node grows linearly with the number of sessions flowing
through it, with the constant of proportionality being equal to
the parameter Ns, which is the inverse of the rate at which
credit update cells are transmitted from the receiving node to
the sending node [14] (this may be minimized using groupbased buffer reservation [12]). In multigigabit networks, where
a large number of sessions maybe sharing a link (in an ATM
cell, 12 bits are used for the VP1 number, which, if taken
literally, provide for as many as 4096 sessions sharing a link),
even moderate values for Ns would result in large buffer
requirements.
Furthermore, in the RGVC protocol, no control packets
are transmitted when the buffer occupancy does not change
significantly, unlike credit-based schemes 1141,where a creditupdate cell must be sent by the receiving node to the sending
node, for each ongoing virtual circuit, after removing a given
number Na of data cells of a circuit, even if buffer occupancy
stays the same. Therefore, flow control in the RGVC protocol
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Fig. 6. The data Row between the FIFO buffers at two successive nodes.
The total inRow into an FIFO ml at node si is equal to the sum of the rates
B(r;i) at which data are emitted by the FIFO’S kj at node Si-1, times the
fraction G(kj, mt) of data that Bows from an FIFO kj at node s;-1 to an
FIFO PIZ~at node S;.

is “silent,” and does not produce any overhead when it is
not needed. Note also that credit-based protocols require per
session buffering and cannot handIe the case where differenr
sessions share the same FIFO buffer, while, as we will show,
the RGVC protocol is consistent with FIFO buffering. A
receiving node needs to send only one control packet per FIFO
(as opposed to per session) to the sending node, and needs to
do so only when the buffer occupancy changes significantly,
resulting in considerably Iower processing and bandwidth
overhead than in the credit-based schemes. In particular, in
our scheme the fraction of capacity taken by con&o1 packets
is equal to at most ~/CT, while in credit-based schemes, the
overhead per session is equal to l/j&, which can be as high
as 10% of the session’s bandwidth [14j.

is destined for an FIFO m, m E {ml, ma, ma}, at node
s; {see Fig. 6). Note that CzZmI u(k, m) = 1 for each I;,
except when some of the sessions using FIFO C are multicast,
in which case cz&,,
a(k, m) > 1. We assume that the
fractions a(k, m), k E ikl, kz, kz}, and m E {ml, ma, ma},
are known, and we describe in Section IV-D two ways in
which they can be evaluated. We also let F(m) be the last
estimate that the sending node si-1 has about the frozen input
capacity of an FIFO m, m E {ml, mz, ma), at the receiving
node s;. The rate allocation problem is then formulated as the
following linear programming problem:
(Problem) P

subject to
2

R(k)u(k,

m) <C - F(m),

kk=kl
V-W
c

R(k) SC

/Sk,

and

fork E {k~, kz2 &:a) (10~)
R(k) 5 WI,
where S(k) is given by (9). ProbIem P is solved either when
the F[m) or a(k, m> change for some m or k, or at intervals of
Tp ms, whichever happens first. Packets are transmitted from
FIFO k at rate R(k) until problem P is solved again, which
happens after at most Tp ms. Equations (9) and (10~) guarantee
C. Rare Allocation Procedure at a Switch
that data R(k)Tp is available at the FIFO to transmit at that
In the previous subsections we explained how the FIFO rate for duration Tp. Solving problem P without the constraint
buffers in the RGVC protocol are organized, and discussed (10~) might result in a rate allocation that maximizes the rate
the requirements on the buffer space to ensure lossless trans- x&
R(k) allowed for the link, but would not maximize the
mission. In this subsection, we discuss how a sending node actual transmission rate on the link, which might be smaller
si allocates the transmission rates R(L), k E {kl, ka, ka}, to due to unavailabiIity of packets. The rate R(k) can be enforced
each of the FIFO data buffers feeding an outgoing link L (see for FIFO k through the use of a permit-based mechanism,
Fig. 6).
with one permit being generated every l/R(k) seconds. (The
We define the occupancy S(k) at an FIFO k, k E actual implementation in the Thunder and Lightning network
(h,
IEZ, k33), as 4
is slightly different, but we will assume that the rate fl(k>
is constant throughout a transmission interval Tp, since that
S(k) = !!$!f$
(9) enables a cIearer exposition of the protocol’s operation.)
P
If one of the FIFO’s, say FIFO kl, is a source of a session
where IQ{k))I is the buffer space occupied at Q(k), and Tp
S, it may be advantageous to give it lowest priority when
is a parameter that is at least as large as the time between
allocating the rates. This is done by assuming R(kr) = 0,
successive executions of the rate allocation algorithm, and is
solving problem P only for the two variables R(k2) and R(k4
determined by the speed of the switch port processor. The
that remain, and then setting
occupancy S(k) can be viewed as the rate at which PO k
should transmit to clear the occupied buffer space within time
R(h) = m~$s C - F(m) - 2 R(k)a(k, m)
TP’
(111
j=kz
Our rate allocation algorithm attempts to maximize the
I
total outflow from a node, under the constraint that the sum where Ns is the set of FIFO’s at node s; through which session
of output rates R(k), k f (X71,kz, kz), is less than the S is routed (Ns may include several FIFO’s if a session S is
capacity C of the outgoing link and that the input rate to multicast). The reason for doing this is that reducing the rate
downstream FIFO’s is less than what they can accept without R(kI) of a session originating at a link can be done easily nnd
buffer overflow. We let a(k, m) be that fraction of the data has less severe effects on the network than reducing R(k2) or
output from an FIFO k, k E {kl, kz, k3}, at node si-1 that R(k3). This is because FIFO 61 does not receive packets from
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other nodes, and, therefore, the transmission of control packets to calculate the fractions a(l;, m), k E {ffr, ka, ks} and
and the freezing of capacity at other nodes is not required when m f (ml, ms, ma), used by the rate-allocation algorithm,
regulating the rate n(kr) of a source. Recall that our aim which represent the proportion of the data output from FIFO
is to maximize utilization of our resource, namely, network k at sending node si-1 during an interval of length Tp ms that
bandwidth. Thus, throttling the source closest to the point is destined for FIFO m at receiving node Si. For simplicity, we
of congestion, instead of the source of the particular session, will refer to a packet that travels from FIFO k to FIFO m as a
minimizes the amount of frozen capacity in the network and packet of class m. In the Thunder and Lightning network, each
the number of sessions affected by the throttling action, and outgoing packet at au FIFO may belong to one or more of three
maximizes bandwidth usage. Viewed in another way, packets classes, depending on whether the session is being rmicasr or
already in the network (which occupy precious resources) are mulricasr.The main problem here is that the fractions a@, m)
given higher priority than packets that are about to enter the vary dynamically both with time and as a function of buffer
network. Through a separate mechanism, a source that started depth. The solution is to record a piecewise approximation to
transmission at a rate higher than what it was finally allocated the variation of a(k, m) with respect to time.
In our scheme, a node keeps track of the number of
receives a control packet, which informs it of,the rate finally
allocated, but packets of the session already in the network are packets of each class m stored in each FIFO. In theory, this
information can be completely specified by recording, e.g., as
not dropped and are eventually delivered.
An important advantage of the RGVC protocol over a linked list of records, the type m of each packet located at
threshold-based schemes is that it reacts to congestion in each FIFO LXIn practice, it can be realized by recording the
a phased manner. This is particularly significant when several composition of packets only for quantized Hocks of size M.
sessions share an FlPO buffer at the sending node but go In particular, in our implementation, each node maintains an
to different FIFO’s at the receiving node (as is the case FIFO occupancy list 3k, for each FIFO k, I; E {1;1, ka, ka},
for our protocol). In the presence of congestion, a threshold- feeding an output link. Each record of 3k stores data for one
based scheme would freeze the entire link capacity, needlessly block of packets, and is composed of two fields-the pucketpenalizing FIFO’s that contain sessions destined for FIFO’s cormtfierd and the block-size Jield. The packet-count field is
other than the one that is congested, and possibly creating an array of three elements, N&z), m E {ml, ma, ma},
further unnecessary congestion in the network. Freezing which record the number of packets of each type m in a
capacity gradually, on the other hand, allows FIFO’s not data block with a size specified by the block-size field. In
transmitting to the congested one to continue transmission other words, the jth record 3; of the list stores the numbers
at a (possibly) reduced rate, and, also helps in absorbing $(m), m E {rnr , ma, ma} of packets of class m in the jth
block of packets, and the size Mj of that block. In our case,
short-term fluctuations.
While the RGVC protocol provides for flow control within the block-size field is equal to M except, possibly, for the first
the network to meet the objectives of lossless transmission and the last. The rationale behind recording the composition
and efficient link usage, it provides for several choices in the of arriving packets in terms of blocks of a fixed size M, rather
way rates are allocated to the sources at the periphery of a than in terms of blocks of variable size, is to guarantee that the
network, To meet the long-term fairness objectives, rate-based storage overhead is limited to one record per M data packets.
schemes, such as the intelligenr congestion control scheme of (Otherwise, the size of the bIocks may get smaller and smaller
Siu and Tzeng [21] or the ERZCA+ scheme of Jain et al. [8] leading to a greater number of discontinuities in the resulting
can be superimposed on the RGVC protocol. The key idea FIFO occupancy profile, and more processing requirements.)
of these schemes is to periodically advise the sources about The size M is chosen depending on the processing power
the rates at which they should transmit, by monitoring the and the memory available at the SPP. Fig. 7 illustrates how
load at the switches and computing the bandwidth allocation an FIFO occupancy list may appear when the buffer has L
of each source. Each congested switch therefore estimates the blocks of packets in it.
We discuss the list update procedure next, where we present
“optimal” rate for each VC, using either a first-order filter
two
schemes for performing the update. In the first scheme,
[21] or a link load-factor and the max-mm fairness criterion
called
the measurement-based scheme, the list is updated by
[8]. This rate is then conveyed to the source using a simple
appropriate
measurements of the incoming flow in hardware;
feedback mechanism, and is used by it to adaptively adjust the
whereas
in
the second scheme, called the estimation-based
rates of its sessions. Note that it takes at least one roundtrip
scheme,
the
list
is updated by analytic means and the exchange
delay for the action taken by a source to become effective
of
control
packets
between successive nodes.
at the point of congestion. Such a scheme can therefore be
I)
Measuremenr-Based
Scheme: In this scheme, the comused to complement the action of the RGVC protocol. While
position
of
each
block
of
incoming packets is determined
the RGVC protocol is used to alleviate congestion locally and
by
measurements,
which,
for
very high speed networks, are
optimize link usage, a rate-based scheme can be used to ensure
performed
in
hardware.
In
particular,
the composition of
that by adjusting source rates congestion is minimized in the
each
block
of
M
packets
can
be
recorded
by placing three
long run.
counters-one each for counting the number of packets of
D, Determining Buffer Composirion
class ml, mz, and ma, respectively, at the input of an FIFO
In this subsection, we discuss how the composition of L. Here ml, ma, and ma correspond to the three FIFO’s at
packets in the buffer is determined. The composition is needed the next node to which packets from FIFO ,$ may travel. Each
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Fig. 7. The FIFO occqxmy list for an FIFO A-. The horizontal axis
represents buffer occupancy in terms of blocks of size 211,except the first
block, which is of size Ml. The verticai axis represents the composition of
each block in terms of the number of packets of each class 711of which it
is composed.

time the sum of the counters becomes equal to M, the vaIues
in the three counters are recorded, and the counters are reset.
The values in the counters are precisely the numbers Nk(ml),
Nk(mz), and Nk(rng) of packets of each class contained in
the block of M packets, and are used to create a new record
that is added to the end of the FLFO oc&pancy list for FIFO k
(see Fig. 8). To identify the particular combination of FIFO’s
ml, m2, and m3 at the next node for which a packet is
intended, the routing memory contains some additional bits,
caIled the FIFO selector bits, which are set by the setup
packet during the connection setup phase. The number of bits
needed in the routing memory varies from three bits for unicast
routing to nine bits for multicast routing. This is because
when multicasting is permitted, the packet entering a port at a
receiving node may be routed through any combination of its
remaining three ports, and could therefore be headed for any
combination of the nine FIFO’s at the following three nodes,
giving a total of 2’ possible routing combinations.
During the interval between two successive updates, an
FlFO k transmits at the rate R(k) that was allocated to
it during the previous rate update. In our implementation,
the updates happen at regular intervals, called &u~~mission
intervals, of duration At = TP ms. If, however, the rate
allocation algorithm is event-driven and is run whenever
a(k, m) or F(m) changes, we will have in general At # Tp,
(but always At 5 Tp). In such a case, At can be determined
by using an interval timer, which is set to zero each time that
the FIFO transmission rates are updated via the rate allocation
aIgorithm. In the following, we assume At = T,, as is the
case for the Thunder and Lightning network.
We now describe how the list elements that correspond to
packets already transmitted are deleted after a transmission
interval of duration At. Let T be the largest integer such that
f
2
Mj 5 R(lc)At.
j=l

WI

In other words, T is the number of packet blocks that are
completely transmitted from FIFO k: in the At ms following
the previous rate update. To update the list, the first T elements
are deleted, and the f + lth element (which is now the first

Fig. 8. The layout for obtaining the composition of a block of iacomlng
packets in the measurement-based scheme. We also illustrate the addition of
a new element to the FIFO occupancy list of FIFO k.

element of the revised list) is modified by updating the blocksize field to

and the packet count field to
NP+l
&l(m)

=

M

- &II,

r+1

form E {ml, mz, ms}

(13b)

where the hat denotes the values of the elements with new
indices (i.e., after the list is npdated). In writing (13b) we
assumed that the packets of the three classes are distributed
unifornily in bIock T f 1. The assumption of uniform relative
ratios within a block is an approximation (the distribution
depends upon the exact order in which the packets arrive,
which is not recorded).
We have seen up fo now how the FIFO occupancy list is
updated by adding new eIements and purging elements that
correspond to packets transmitted. We now show how the
fractions a(k, m) required by the rate-allocation algoriihm are
calculated. Observe that the linear programming problem P
in Section IV-C specifies the rates R(k) as a function of the
fractions a@, m), or
JW

= Fb@, 41,

m=ml,m2rm3

(14)

while the fractions u(k, m) themselves are found by averaging
over the R(lc>TP packets and therefore depend on the rates
R(k) allocated, that is,
u(k, m) = G[R(b)].

(15)

This is because the amount of data sent from an FIFO k to the
three FIFO’s at the next node and also the fractions of data
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In order to update the occupancy list 3k. the sending node
going to each of the three FIFO’s at the next node depends on
the rate n(k). Equations (14) and (15) may be solved jointly si-1 finds the largest integer T such that
using a successive approximation algorithm (see the Appendix
and Fig. 9) to find the optimal rates R(L).
2 Mj 5 R(k)Tp
(161
2) Estimation-Based Scheme: In the scheme described
j=l
above, the number of packets of type m added to the list
was evaluated by measurements in hardware. In that case, and updates the fields of the (r+l)th element of the list (which
only Ihe frozen capacity P(m) at the receiving FIFO’s needs will become the first element of the revised list, when the first
to be transmitted to the sending node, and no other control T elements are purged) according to
packets are associated with the flow control. The additional
hardware needed for hardware measurements (even though
simple) may be undesired by a designer, especially for very
fast switches, where the layout of the data and control paths is
already complicated by the need to make the paths sufficiently
wide to reduce the internal speed of the switch [SJ. In the
.$l(S) = N:‘(s)
-til,
for all S in <+‘.
(18)
following, we present an alternative scheme where this number
r+l
is estimated by analytic means and the transmission of control
packets between nodes. In our presentation, we assume that the In writing (18) we assumed, as we did in Section IV-A,
rate-allocation algorithm P is run every Tp ms (i.e., At = TP), that the relative ratios of packets of the sessions are uniform
and that the rate R(b) at which packets are transmitted from an throughout the entire block. Once again, the “hat” denotes the
FIFO k during these Tp ms is constant. To eliminate the need values of the elements in the updated list.
for measurement of the inflow, a receiving node si should
The elements that are purged from the occupancy list of the
know: a) the number of packets that a sending node si-1 will sending node are sent to the downstream node to help it update
transmit to it in a given transmission interval; and b) how many its own occupancy list. The sending node forms a transmission
of these packets belong to each class m, m E (ml, m2, ms}- list 7k, which is of the same type with the occupancy list
(Recall that a packet of class m is headed for FIFO m 3k, and contains essentially the portion of the list 3k that is
at a receiving node.) Observe that the information that Si purged. In particular, the first T elements of 55 are
needs is similar to what Si-1 prunes from its occupancy
5-j = 3i,
forj=l,--.,7list when the list is purged. Thus, the first requirement is
(1%
satisfied if the sending node si-1 sends to the receiving node
si information about the portion of its FIFO occupancy list while the packet-count field F and the block-size field % of
that it will prune. The second requirement is satisfied if the the (r + 1)th element are given by
FIFO occupancy profile for each FIFO is maintained on a
7P+ys> = iP(S) - N’+ys),
per-session basis. This is necessary in the estimation-based
for all sessions S in q+’
GW
scheme, since sessions that share an FIFO L at a sending node
may use different FIFO’s at the receiving node. Then, by and
summing over all sessions that are headed for the same FIFO
p-+l=M
(2Ob)
r+l -&.
at the next node, node si can calculate how many packets in
a given block belong to each class m, m E {ml, m2, ms}. The transmission list Ii is sent to the receiving node si (see
In the estimation-based scheme, each node keeps track of the Fig. lo), which uses the lists received from the three FIFO’s at
FIFO occupancy profile by maintaining an FIFO occupancy the sending node s;-~ to update the FIFO occupancy lists at its
list 3k as in Section IV-D-L Now, however, each element of own FIFO’s ml, m2, and mg. If the number of sessions routed
the list records the composition of a packet block by recording through an FIFO is equal to N, the overhead for transmitting
the number of packets of each sessiolz S routed through FIFO the lists involves the transmission of at most 2N numbers (the
L that are present in that block. Thus, the packet-count field is VP1 and the packet count) for each block of M packets, and
itself a linked list, each element of which records the number can be made small by increasing M.
Fig. 10 illustrates the way the occupancy profile at a particiVk(S) of packets of a particular session S that are present in
the corresponding packet block. The data block size of each ular FIFO, say FIFO m2, at the receiving node Si is updated
element in the list (except possibly for the first and the last) to take into account the new packets that arrive (the case of
the remaining two FIFO’s is similar). The SPP that controls
is the same, and is equal to M packets.
Consider the situation at a node Si-1 just before the start FIFO m2 isolates those portions of the transmission lists 7,
of a new transmission interval, and assume that the FIFO that are intended for i& Since the FIFO transmission rates
occupancy list has L elements. In order to solve problem P R(k), k E {kl, k2, k3) are constant over the duration Tp
and calculate the transmission rates R(k), k E {kl, /& ka}, of the transmission interval, the R(kl)Tp packets arrive from
for this interval, node Si-1 needs to evaluate the fractions FIFO k1 at a regular rate over a period of Tp ms. ‘The same
a(k, m), m f {ml, m2, m3). These fractions can again be is true of the R(kz)T, packets arriving from FIFO k2, and
calculated by using the successive approximation algorithm for the R(kz)T, packets arriving from FIFO k3. The arrival
projle from each FIFO k spans a duration of Tp ms, with the
given in the Appendix.
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Fig. 9. The calculation of the fractions a(k, m) in the measurement-based scheme. The node avetiges over the smaller of R(k)&
of packets present in the buffer to obtain an initial estimate for the fractions a(k, III).

packcls

or the number

I 24

Arrivalprofilescorresponclingto
packets thatuse FIFO q at node si
for R(kl) = 5/4R(kd = 314R(k3)

cumulative
arrival
profile
Requsntizadb&a&s

Fig. 10. The portion of the FlFO occupancy list % that is:pmned at node ai- is sent to the downstream node s; as a ~ransrnission list. At fhc rccclvlng
node, tbe processor associated with FIFO 7)~isolates that part of the transmission list that corresponds to this FIFO. The arrivnIprojZes thus obtalncd nrc
summed to give tie cwnulative arrival profile, which is then requantized into blocks of size dl.

vertical axis representing the rates at which the arrivals from
that FFO occurred. To obtain the new elements to be added
to the occupancy list of FIFO 57x2,node s; first sums the three

arrival profiles, and then requantizes the resulting profile into
uniform blocks of size M, which are inserted at the end of the
occupancy list 3m2 of FIFO ~22. This process is illustrated
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graphically in Fig. 10. For the details, we refer the reader to

WI.

packets present in the bnffer (see Fig. 10). This is
/
done by setting

We presented the main features of the RGVC connection
control protocol, assuming FIFO buffers at the switches. We
introduced the concepts offreezing of capacity and coupling of
capacity with buffer space, which guarantee lossless operation.
We argued that the RGVC protocol leads to substantially lower
connection setup times and more efficient link utilization than
wait-for-reservation protocols. Although FIFO buffers do not
afford the flexibility of RAM buffers, the very high speeds
in multigigabit networks make them necessary because the
overhead of managing RAh4 buffers cannot be sustained.
The RGVC protocol is consistent with FIFO buffers, and
has smaller control overhead than credit-based schemes. We
provided measurement-based and analytic methods that use
efficient list structures to perform the necessary bookkeeping,
when multiple sessions share a common FIFO. The RGVC
protocol is being implemented in the Thunder-and-Lightning
network being built at UCSB. This implementation will enable
us to test the operation of the protocol, study its performance,
and validate and refine its features.
APPENDIX
The successive approximation algorithm for obtaining the
rates R(k), b E (kr , 4, ks:3) for the measurement-based
scheme or for the estimation-based scheme is as follows.
Initialization: Set R(S) = C, L E {k:,, 122,ks}.
Step 1: Calculate the fractions a(k, m) by averaging over
R(k)T, packets, or, if less than R(k)T, packets
are present, by averaging over the total number of

1 > (A-1)

W)TP
- Ml +1

V. CONCLUDING J&MAW

M

where L is the number of elements in the FIFO
occupancy list just before problem P is solved,
and evaluating a(k, m), m E {ml, m2, ma} as
in (A.!), shown at the bottom of the page, for the
measurement-based scheme, or as in (A-3), shown
at the bottom of the page, for the estimation-based
scheme. In writing (A.2) and (A.3), we have used
the convention that a summation with the upper
limit less than the lower limit is an empty sum.
Step 2: Solve Problem P using-the fractions a(k, m) calculated in Step 1 to obtain R(k), k E { kl, k2, ks}.
Step 3: If the new u(k, m)s differ from the previous ones
by more than a given tolerance, go to Step 1 and
iterate till convergence is reached.
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